Reported Internal Displacement - As of 2 May 2023

334,053 people have been internally displaced in Sudan by the crisis (estimate)

Northern State
- 29,200 displaced
  To several locations across Merowe and Dongola localities, essentially from Khartoum state

North Kordofan
- 13,270 displaced
  People have sought shelter across El Obeid Town and other locations mainly from Khartoum

North Darfur
- 11,675 displaced

West Darfur
- 194,593 displaced
  Reports indicated some cross-border displaced to Chad

South Darfur
- 45,000 displaced
  Wide scale displacement across Nyala town

Central Darfur
- 1,780 displaced

Blue Nile
- 6,165 displaced

White Nile
- 2,910 displaced from Khartoum state

Red Sea
- 1,205 displaced from Khartoum state

River Nile
- 2,910 displaced from Khartoum state

Khartoum
- 13,545 displaced

Kassala
- 85 displaced from Khartoum state

Aj Jazirah
- 8,795 displaced from Khartoum state

Sennar
- 5,560 displaced
  All from Khartoum displaced

White Nile
- 6,165 displaced

Port Sudan
- Chaos reported as thousands attempt to flee
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Data sources:
- Populated places, administrative boundaries, roads - UN OCHA
- Reported conflict - ACLED
- Refugee settlements - UNHCR 2021
- Rivers - FAO
- Displacement figures - IOM / UNHCR

Note: Data, designations and boundaries contained on this map are not warranted to be error-free and do not imply acceptance by REACH partners, associates or donors mentioned on this map.